Eye To Eye: Facing The Consequences Of Dividing Israel
Synopsis

Over one hundred billion-dollar, record-setting catastrophes and/or events occurred while US presidents George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, Barack Obama and Donald Trump were pressuring or calling on Israel to divide their covenant land. The costliest insurance events, the costliest hurricanes, the largest tornado outbreaks, the "Perfect Storm," the 9/11 terror events, and Hurricane Katrina corresponded to White House pressure on Israel to divide their land. The US, the UN, and the EU do not have the authority to divide God’s covenant land. Calling the Israeli-Palestinian talks "Middle East peace talks" is a false narrative. Jews have a three-thousand-year history with Jerusalem, and Christians have a two-thousand-year history. The biblical heartland of Israel - Judea, Samaria, and East Jerusalem - is not to be part of an Arab State.

The Bible declares that Jerusalem will become a burdensome stone, and efforts to divide the city and land will lead to Armageddon, the final battle for Jerusalem. The God of Israel will continue to rebuke those leaders and their nations attempting to divide His land!
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Customer Reviews

Eye to Eye - Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel has been expanded through July 1, 2017. The book has sixty-percent new content. The book has a copy of the letter that was delivered to President Bush three days after Hurricane Katrina along with a White House response. The book also has maps and tables. Below are the chapters: Chapter 1: Historical Basis for Israel's Right to Its Land; Chapter 2: The Error Of Replacement Theology; Chapter 3: U.S. Catastrophes and
Eye to Eye – Facing the Consequences of Dividing Israel has been revised and updated as of July 1, 2006. The book has been reformatted, re-edited, and has forty-percent new content in seven new chapters. The book has a copy of the letter that was delivered to President Bush three days after Hurricane Katrina along with a White House response. The book also has maps and tables. Below are the new chapters:

Chapter 1: Historical Basis for Israel’s Right to Its Land (including maps)  
Chapter 2: The Error of Replacement Theology (names, organizations and statements)  
Chapter 7: U.S. Catastrophes and Events: 2005 U.S. Administration: President George W. Bush (Hurricanes Dennis, Katrina, Rita, Wilma and their connection to Israel)  
Chapter 8: Major U.S. Catastrophes & Events in Perspective (from 1991 to the present)  
Chapter 13: U.S. Presidents & Middle East Leaders Involved in “Peace” Process and the Consequences (U.S. Presidents from Woodrow Wilson to George W. Bush)  
Chapter 14: Strange Parallels to Rabin and Sharon’s Political Endings  
Chapter 15: Israel’s New Leader: Ehud Olmert

Intriguing and thought provoking book. Mr. Koenig presents case after case of U.S. Foreign policy with respect to Israel, pro or anti, and it’s meteorological outcome such as hurricanes. I now try and...
observe the environmental outcomes when U.S. Policy concentrates on Israel. My only wish is that it was in Kindle format. Those who bless Israel will be blessed and those who curse Israel will be cursed seems to hold. Don’t believe me? Observe for yourself.

All I can say is WOW! Have been trying to keep up with current events to compare what is happening today in America and what prophecy has to say. I guess you can read the days headlines and make things fit, so pray and ask for wisdom but I believe it is the End Times and God is warning us. The USA needs to continue to have Israel’s back but we all know that eventually we will remove our help and that will be our end If you believe in prayer now is the time to do it!

This is not a novel ... it is a factual summary of history events that coincide with efforts to divide up the Land of Israel for the pleasure of the western nations. It contains a serious and accurate warning that all should become aware of.

My goodness! It is frightening to trace the evidence from the actions the U.S. has taken or even suggested we take or Israel takes to what has happened to the U.S. within hours or days. This is truly frightening, eye-opening, and I would think a fair warning to the U.S. administrations. Our country needs to be very cautious as pertains to Israel, what we do or consider doing. I wouldn’t even SAY any thing against Israel after reading Mr. Koenig’s book.

This book is a real eye-opener, I bought this book for my sister who has blasted the evils of Israel for a few years. Decided it was time for her to read some truth. That every time a US Government leader does or says something stupid against Israel, we reap it here in the USA. Whether huge storms, terrible hurricanes, destructive, rare multi tornadoes coming against a certain section of the USA. You cannot open your mouth and rain curses on Israel without consequences. Its like poking GOD in the eye!

This is a slow One-dimensional book only because it shows the action and result. I would buy it again for sure. If you are a Christian and want to know why so many tragic events have happened you need to read this book. It’s not a character book. This is a spiritual book. You can match this up with the word of God.

This is not a book of fiction but is full of facts and dates of events that cover several presidencies -
both Bush’s and Clinton. There are other authors who cover some of this same material. America is in trouble for certain, but what that will look like remains to be seen. God’s people are the ones who need to be in prayer and turn from their wicked ways first...

I recommend this book to anyone who can read and if you can’t read get someone to read it to you. Jew, Christian, Muslim, Budist, atheist, one and all. If you’re not a believer in the G-D of Abraham, Issac, Jacob and Ismael you will be after reading this book. Read Genesis 2:2-3
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